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1 Introduction

Peer assessment has been used in the classroom as a method to increase student engagement by actively involving the pupils in the assessment process for decades. In 1983, Carl Rogers, who is seen as the inventor of the person-centered approach as a result of his research in client-centered psychotherapy [1], described a science course
at a university involving peer assessment as an “inspiring addition to the documentation of a person-centered approach” and admired the professor’s evaluation process in which “the students play a major part” [2, pp. 89–93]. Freiberg built on Rogers’ work and provided evidence of the positive effects of applying person-centered principles to the classroom, citing a study by the National Consortium for Humanizing Education (NCHE) and summarizing that students “learn more and behave better when they receive high levels of understanding, caring, and genuineness than when they receive low levels of support” [3]. Motschnig et al. iteratively introduced person-centered principles to a computer science course in higher education, making it the best-rated bachelor-level course of the university excluding courses rated by less than five students [4], which indicates that introducing person-centered approaches such as peer review to computer science courses leads to a positive impact on the students’ perception of the course as well as the learning effect.

Dochy et al. performed an extensive literature review [5] and depicted positive effects of peer assessment on students’ learning as they become more involved in both the learning and assessment process. Gibbs analyzed reports and studies regarding students’ experience of feedback in his article “How assessment frames student learning” in 2006 [6] and found indicators that suggest an increase in student performance if their work is peer reviewed by other students. Gibbs stated that it is not the quality of the feedback which increases student engagement, but rather the instantaneousness of feedback and the fact that it is peer reviewed. He derived eleven “conditions under which assessment supports student learning”, six of which address feedback, depicting the importance of the quality, quantity and timing of feedback.

Bauer et al. conducted an empirical study which analyzed students’ opinion on online peer review in the context of higher education, implementing a peer review system for a scientific writing course [7]. They concluded that students appreciate online peer review and highlight the importance of the review criteria. A computer science course addressing Unix shell programming in higher education was evaluated by Sitthiworachart et al. [8]. They concluded that students appreciate peer assessment as they realized their own mistakes by looking at the work of others and start thinking about their own work more deeply. In addition, most of the students were satisfied with the mark from the peer assessment. Gehringer used peer review in three computer science classes, an undergraduate one and two graduate ones, and evaluated the students’ perception of the peer review method [9]. He found that students perceive peer review as being helpful to the learning process and value the feedback on their work.

However, reviews do not need to be done online: Figl et al. compared online peer reviews with face-to-face peer reviews in 2006 [10], focusing on collaboration aspects. They found out that face-to-face reviews improve communication as they promote discussions, but may be more effort for the students to conduct, which is why they recommend combining both methods. Standl developed a framework of educational patterns to be applied to computer science courses at secondary school level, including the peer check as one of the assessment methods for person-centered learning [11]. He suggests that students assessing each other learn more than students who
only get assessed by the teacher. However, he recommends using this pattern primarily for projects as it is a time-consuming task.

This paper builds on the existing literature and includes published research [12]. It analyzes the applicability of peer assessment to smaller exercises in computer science classes at secondary school level. Courses bound to a strict curriculum as an external requirement may require students to learn certain topics through exercises, which is not typical for person-centered classrooms. However, introducing person-centered methods such as peer review to a traditional classroom setting may still provide the benefits of the peer assessment method, which is analyzed in this paper. Standl suggests using peer review after a project phase, which raises the question of whether peer assessment is also useful for small- and medium-sized exercises. Based on the reviewed literature, it seems natural that the advantages of peer review can also be observed when they are used for regular exercises in traditional classrooms.

Rogers questions the traditional school practices characterized by state-designated and prescribed curricula, standard tests and instructor-chosen grades, which reduce “meaningful learning” to an “absolute minimum” [2, pp. 11–21]. In this paper, we outline an approach to student-centered classrooms with individual advancement compliant to a given curriculum as well as the use of peer review as a person-centered learning method. These student-centered classrooms have been introduced within the scope of a school pilot project and are called “learning offices”, which is derived from the German word “Lernbüro” [13].

This paper deals with the following research questions and makes recommendations for using peer review for regular exercises in computer sciences courses at secondary school level:

1. To what extent does peer review promote student-centered learning?
2. Is the feedback quality of students comparable to the feedback of a teacher?
3. Do students receive feedback in a timelier manner using peer review?
4. Does grading become more or less transparent?
5. Are reviews by peers a reasonable alternative to teacher assessment?
6. What is a reasonable number of exercises to be assessed by peers?
7. Are students overall satisfied with the peer review method?

2 Methodology

2.1 Test Setup

Two secondary school classes in their 13th year of study, hereafter referred to as “A” and “B”, consisting of 29 and 28 students respectively were introduced to the peer assessment method within the scope of the same software engineering course. Both classes had 13 exercises to be assessed throughout the software engineering course. Two of these 13 exercises were assessed by peers, while the other eleven exercises were assessed by one of the two teachers. The students were asked to evaluate those two exercises using an anonymous online questionnaire and compare them to exercises evaluated by the teacher. At the end of the course, they were asked to rate
the learning motivation for doing all 13 exercises. The software engineering course used a blended learning concept, i.e. the lessons were supported by an online Moodle course which contained all relevant information, learning material, discussion forums, and completed exercises as well as grading. The two peer reviews have been conducted using the Moodle workshop activity, which allows students not only to upload their solution for the respective exercise, but also to grade each other. A workshop activity consists of five phases [14]:

1. **Setup.** During this phase the instructor describes the exercise and provides instructions for the students. Another essential task of this phase is creating the assessment form: teachers define criteria to be used by the students to grade each other. A criterion has a description and can be graded using points or a scale. One of the most important tasks of the instructor is defining clear and concise criteria for the assessment phase, which should be mutually agreed upon with the students.

2. **Submission.** Students can submit their solutions during the submission phase and, if set, the submission deadline has not yet been exceeded. After the students have uploaded their solutions, the instructor can randomly or manually assign submissions to the students. By default, a random assignment uses at least 5 reviewees per submission. However, this number can and should be adjusted according to the preferences of the teacher and the students. Meeting the submission deadline is crucial as assigning late submissions requires a lot of effort.

3. **Assessment.** During this phase students review the solutions of their colleagues if the optionally configurable deadline has not yet been exceeded. Students use the assessment form for grading, which has been defined by the teacher in the setup phase.

4. **Grading evaluation.** As soon as the workshop activity has been switched to the grading evaluation phase, students can no longer edit their assessments. In this phase the teacher can review the peer assessments and manually override them.

5. **Closed.** When the instructor closes the workshop, the grades as well as the feedback are posted to the students’ gradebook.

### 2.2 Assignments

The students were asked to work on each of the 13 exercises for one to three weeks. The two peer assessments have been conducted using an iterative approach: students’ feedback on the first peer assessment and the lessons learned have been discussed in the classroom and incorporated into the second one. The first peer reviewed exercise involved implementing a simple person database using the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE), which “provides a standards-based platform for developing web and enterprise applications” [15] used for implementing multtier applications. The second assignment requested students to develop a graphical interface for a route planner using a RESTful API. Representational State Transfer (REST), initially developed by Fielding and defined in his dissertation [16], is a set of design criteria [17] for an architectural style for distributed systems. For this exercise,
the students were asked to use the Google Maps Directions API [18] and implement a graphical user interface employing Qt and PySide [19].

After the students read the instructions and review criteria, they were given two weeks to solve the Java EE exercise and one week to implement the RESTful client. After the submission the students were randomly assigned five to six reviewers and five to six reviewees for the peer review. The whole process was designed to be anonymous: the reviewees did not know their reviewers and vice versa. This is untypical for person-centered approaches; however, it helps to reduce prejudice.

2.3 Evaluation

To quantitatively assess the students’ attitude towards the peer review method, both classes were asked to voluntarily fill out an anonymous questionnaire to give feedback on both peer assessments and estimate the impact on several factors of learning. They were asked to compare the peer assessment with regular teacher assessment and rate their level of agreement from “disagree” (1) to “agree” (5) on a semantic differential scale, a “generalizable technique of measurement” [20] developed by Osgood et al. to measure the meaning of words. Unlike the Likert scale, which provides labels for each possible option in its originally published form [21], a semantic differential scale only labels the end points and visually indicates a continuous scale to simulate an interval scale [22]. The students rated their agreement with the following statements:

1. I have received more feedback than usual.
2. I have received the feedback in a timelier manner.
3. The overall quality of the feedback was higher.
4. I studied the task’s subject matter more thoroughly.
5. I have learned something new from the solutions of others.
6. I think that others learned something new from my solution.
7. Grading was more transparent.
8. I am overall very satisfied with the teacher assessment method.
9. I am overall very satisfied with the peer assessment method.

Furthermore, the students were asked to define their preferred number of exercises to be reviewed by peers: 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, or 0% of all exercises. Finally, they could give positive feedback and ideas for improvement through two open questions.

At the end of the school year, the students were asked for another rating of all 13 exercises regarding their motivation to learn. They were asked to rate each exercise from “not motivating” (1) to “motivating” (5). The students were shown the results directly after they filled out the form and gave feedback in a final discussion.

The following error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated using the t-distribution first described by Gosset [23]. The bars should give an impression of the overall variability and do not necessarily indicate implications for a larger population as the students are not representative of it. The mean value with confidence intervals

---

1 The rating scales, feedback questions, and students’ quotes have been translated from German.
was chosen over the median value with the interquartile range as the visualizations are more powerful and intuitive. To account for multiple testing during the analyses, the level of significance was adjusted to $\alpha=0.005$, which is equivalent to a Bonferroni correction for 10 simultaneous tests [24].

3 Results

The following charts show the mean level of agreement with the described statements.

**Fig. 1.** Feedback quantity and timing

- **I have received more feedback than usual.**
  - A: Level 1 = 3.4, Level 2 = 4.2, Level 3 = 3.5, Level 4 = 4.0
  - B: Level 1 = 3.2, Level 2 = 4.4, Level 3 = 3.8, Level 4 = 3.0

- **I have received the feedback in a timelier manner.**
  - A: Level 1 = 4.4, Level 2 = 4.4, Level 3 = 3.8, Level 4 = 3.0
  - B: Level 1 = 4.0, Level 2 = 4.4, Level 3 = 3.8, Level 4 = 3.0

Fig. 1 presents the reported feedback quantity and timing of the first and second peer reviewed exercise. The students agreed in the second iteration with an average of 3.9 that they received more feedback when the exercise was peer reviewed, which is explainable by the number of reviewers: five assessments provide more feedback than a single assessment by the teacher. The measured increase in feedback quantity from the first iteration to the second is explainable by the revised feedback modalities. Written feedback was optional in the first iteration, which led to students giving only ratings, but no suggestions for improvement. This issue was discussed with the students and they agreed on giving written feedback on each submission in the second iteration. The students therefore report that they receive more feedback on peer reviewed exercises than on exercises assessed by the teacher.

The students also perceived a measurable improvement in the timing of feedback with an average level of agreement of 3.9 for both iterations. Receiving feedback on an exercise within one week seems to be faster than the average assessment time required by a teacher. Due to administrative work and late submissions, the second iteration needed two weeks for the grading phase in class B, which explains the drop. Verbal answers regarding what the students liked about the quantity and timing of the feedback were:

- “Mostly more feedback than by a teacher”
- “Fast feedback”
- “Exercises were graded within one week. You don’t have to wait for a month for a feedback.”
- “Guarantee that the exercise is graded within one week”
- “Feedback within one week”
Fig. 2 depicts the feedback quality as well as the self-reported student engagement. The students were not too pleased with the quality of the feedback in the first iteration as they rather disagreed with this statement. After the mentioned change from an optional written feedback to a mandatory feedback, there was a distinct increase in feedback quality to a total response average of 3.2, indicating that the quality of the feedback by students is indeed comparable to the feedback of a teacher. This suggests that students give reasonable feedback like a teacher would.

The reported student engagement seems to be slightly better than when only assessed by the teacher: the average level of agreement of both iterations was 3.1, whereas the response of class A reached 3.5 in the second iteration. The noticeable drop of student engagement in the second iteration of class B can be explained by analyzing the qualitative feedback of the students: three students who disagreed with this statement wrote that they experienced an unfair deduction of points, resulting in frustration and a drop of student engagement. Such cases should be discussed with the respective reviewer and reviewee to clarify the problem and mutually agree on a fair grading. The teacher’s role as a facilitator here is to minimize unfair penalties. Furthermore, the REST exercise was less open and less creative, which seems to have a limiting effect on student engagement. Some answers to what they liked about feedback quality and student engagement were:

“Feedback of others is indeed helpful”
“Receiving hints which are not given by teachers in some cases”
“Altogether, better feedback than usual”
“Finally useful feedback!”
“Detailed feedback”
“Suggestions for improvement”
“More in-class communication about problems and solutions”
“Pupils study the subject matter more in-depth”
The results of the evaluation of the own learning effect gained from the reviewing process as well as the estimation of the learning effect of others are shown in Fig. 3. Most of the students reported to have learned something in the first iteration, while they rather disagreed with this statement in the second iteration. The reason again lies within the assignment: while the Java EE exercise allowed many different solutions (free choice of database, user interface, validation etc.) and was more creative, the REST exercise had more predefined elements and contained a suggested user interface as a screenshot. Therefore, the solutions to the REST exercise were similar, which is why students could not really learn new and different techniques. This suggests that peer review is especially suitable for more creative and open exercises.

Verbal feedback on what they liked about the learning effect includes:

- "You can see what others did better/worse"
- "Making sure that everything works on different computers"
- "Many hints"
- "A reasonable, informative comment. I am happy!"
- "I could give other students reasonable feedback, maybe even more than a teacher due to his limited time"
- "Grading good and bad solutions (Dos and Don’ts)"
- "You learn different coding styles"
- "Seeing different approaches"
- "Seeing how others solved the exercise"
- "You see how others solved the exercise. This improves the learning effect."

![Fig. 3. Learning effect](http://www.i-jep.org)
Fig. 4 shows the reported transparency of grading as well as the preferred number of exercises being peer reviewed. Students report that peer assessment follows a more transparent grading scheme than teacher assessment. The average level of agreement on both iterations was 3.6; only about 12% disagreed with this statement. Five reviews seem to give a better estimate of the grade than a single assessment by the teacher as seen by the students.

On average, the students would prefer about half of the exercises (52%) peer reviewed. The noticeable drop in class B can again be explained by the frustration of some students due to reported unfair assessment. Qualitative feedback on what they liked about grading included:

“Criteria clear and understandable”
“You know what to focus on and what is important for grading”
“A wide selection for a precise grading”
“Mainly fair and understandable feedback”
“The criteria were more precise this time”
“More transparent”

Fig. 5. Satisfaction with teacher assessment and peer assessment

The self-reported satisfaction with teacher assessment and peer assessment is depicted in Fig. 5. The students still like to be assessed by the teacher. Although they report to like the peer assessment method with a total average of 3.4, the students still prefer the opinion of the teacher as an expert. One of the students stated: “Teachers are always the best at grading. It’s simple and reasonable.” This can also be a com-
pliment to the teacher as they are very satisfied with his or her teaching and grading. However, although students value high-quality feedback from a teacher, peer assessment still seems to trigger higher student engagement, as also suggested by Gibbs’ research [6]. Furthermore, the students themselves stated in the second iteration that student feedback is of the same quality as teacher feedback.

![Fig. 6. Learning motivation](http://www.i-jep.org)

Fig. 6 shows the results of the final rating of all 13 exercises regarding their motivation to study the respective topic. In three of four cases, the peer reviewed exercise received a rating notably better than the average of all other exercises. A single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) [25] shows that the difference between the mean values of all 13 groups is highly significant (p=1.36*10^{-14}). A non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction [26], [27] against the null hypothesis that the true location shift equals 0 also returns p=2.20*10^{-4}. Interestingly, class B rated the second peer reviewed exercise distinctly better than the first one. This seems to contradict their initial feedback right after the peer reviewed exercises were completed as they reported more positive effects in the first iteration. In the discussion following the final rating of all 13 exercises, the students stated that the Java EE exercise was outside the sphere of their interest, which led to a low rating for the Java EE exercise.

### 4 Correlation Analysis

To better understand the analyzed factors of learning as well as their interactions with each other, a correlation analysis using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [28] has been carried out. Unlike Pearson’s correlation [29], the Spearman correlation is nonparametric and can be used for monotonic functions, including ordinal data. The p-values have been derived from a two-tailed t-test based on the approximation using the t-distribution as described in [30].
Table 1. Spearman correlation coefficients of analyzed learning factors (Java EE exercise)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Student Engagement</th>
<th>Own Learning Effect</th>
<th>Others' Learning Effect</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Satisfaction Peer Review</th>
<th>Satisfaction Teacher Assessment</th>
<th>Peer Review Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Engagement</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Learning Effect</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others' Learning Effect</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction Peer Review</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction Teacher Assessment</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Review Amount</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 represents the correlation matrix of the reported levels of agreement with the presented statements of both classes at the time the Java EE exercise was carried out. The matrix shows the Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the respective factors as well as the p-values. The table was designed to be symmetric for easier use and simple lookup. The highest significant correlation with $r_s=0.73$ ($p=1.2*10^{-8}$) has been measured between the satisfaction with the peer review method and the preferred number of peer assessments in class, which is a reasonable connection: the more satisfied students are with this method, the higher the number of reviews they would prefer. In turn, the satisfaction is strongly linked to the reported feedback quality with $r_s=0.59$ ($p=1.4*10^{-5}$). If students are satisfied with the quality of the received feedback, they also tend to be satisfied with the peer review method itself. Feedback quality is also significantly connected to feedback quantity and the preferred number...
of peer assessments in class with $r_{p}=0.56 \ (p=5.0*10^{-5})$ and $r_{p}=0.54 \ (p=1.2*10^{-4})$ respectively.

The measured correlations between the preferred number of peer assessments in class with the transparency of grading as well as the feedback quantity are also significant with $r_{p}=0.44 \ (p=0.002)$ and $r_{p}=0.43 \ (p=0.003)$ respectively, suggesting that not only feedback quality, but also feedback quantity and transparency of grading are crucial factors in favor of the peer review method. The preferred number of peer assessments also significantly correlates with the reported student engagement with $r_{p}=0.44 \ (p=0.002)$. Even if less strongly and not significant with this sample size, further factors also seem to impact the preferred number of reviews and satisfaction: the timing of feedback relates to them with $r_{p}=0.38 \ (p=0.009)$ and $r_{p}=0.37 \ (p=0.010)$ respectively; student engagement relates to satisfaction with $r_{p}=0.35 \ (p=0.019)$.

Table 2. Spearman correlation coefficients of analyzed learning factors (REST exercise)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Student Engagement</th>
<th>Own Learning Effect</th>
<th>Others’ Learning Effect</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Satisfaction Peer Review</th>
<th>Satisfaction Teacher Assessment</th>
<th>Peer Review Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantity</strong></td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timing</strong></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Engagement</strong></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60 (4.2*10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Own Learning Effect</strong></td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72 (6.1*10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others’ Learning Effect</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70 (1.4*10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction Peer Review</strong></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction Teacher Assessment</strong></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer Review Amount</strong></td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.i-jep.org
The correlation matrix of the analyzed factors of learning in the second iteration is shown in Table 2. This time, the highest correlation has been found between the own learning effect and the preferred number of peer assessments with $r = 0.72 (p = 6.1 \times 10^{-6})$, which was not the case in the first iteration. This is a new and interesting finding: the correlation seems to be stronger in exercises which have a more predefined solution compared to exercises allowing creativity. This may indicate that the students who did not manage to completely solve an exercise with a predefined solution especially benefit from the peer review method. The second highest correlation has been measured between the satisfaction with the peer review method and the number of peer assessments in class with $r = 0.72 (p = 6.1 \times 10^{-6})$, which is again a reasonable connection.

The preferred number of peer assessments is also linked to the student engagement with $r = 0.60 (p = 4.2 \times 10^{-5})$, while the student engagement seems to correlate with the perceived transparency of grading with $r = 0.50 (p = 0.005)$ and the satisfaction with $r = 0.49 (p = 0.006)$, although the correlation was not significant at the chosen significance level. The transparency of grading may correlate with the satisfaction and feedback quality with $r = 0.47 (p = 0.008)$ and $r = 0.41 (p = 0.023)$ respectively, which might be proven with a larger sample size. The links between feedback quality and the preferred number of peer assessments as well as the satisfaction could not be proven to be significant this time. Feedback timing also did not highly correlate with the number of peer reviews or with the satisfaction this time, which could be explained by the fact that students had to wait two weeks for the feedback instead of one, showing the importance of instantaneous feedback. However, the timing significantly correlates with the student engagement with $r = 0.51 (p = 0.004)$, suggesting that fast feedback may promote student engagement.

To sum up, the satisfaction with the peer review method as well as the preferred number of peer assessments seem to be especially connected with the following factors:

1. Student engagement: students who report a higher student engagement also wish to have more exercises assessed by peers. This correlation proved significant in both iterations. This may suggest that the peer review method promotes student engagement of those students who are satisfied with this method, or that engaged students tend to favor peer assessment.
2. Learning Effect: the learning effect was strongly connected to the preferred number of peer reviews in the second iteration. This indicates that students who learned from other submissions favor a higher number of peer reviews. Peer review may therefore benefit the learning effect.
3. Feedback quality: the first iteration revealed a significant correlation between the quality of feedback and satisfaction with the peer review method as well as the preferred number of peer assessments in class, indicating that peer assessment and feedback quality are strongly connected. The second iteration showed a similar correlation, however, it did not prove significant with the given sample size.
4. Feedback quantity: feedback quantity also correlated with the satisfaction and the preferred number of peer reviews in the first iteration. This may indicate that the number of reviewers is especially important for open exercises.

5. Transparency of grading: the preferred number of peer reviews correlated with the perceived grading transparency in the first iteration. Students perceiving this method as fair also tend to give higher ratings for this method, while students who seemingly experienced unfair gradings do not favor this method. The second iteration also revealed a similar non-significant correlation.

Although the timing of the feedback did not prove significantly linked to the satisfaction and the preferred number of peer assessments, it seems to correlate with the student engagement. Moreover, the second iteration, which involved a grading phase of two weeks instead of one, showed a distinctly weaker correlation between feedback timing and the rating of this method, which depicts the importance of fast feedback.

5 Recommendations

Based on the introduced empirical results, the following recommendations for promoting student-centered learning using the peer review method in computer science courses at secondary school level in traditional classrooms can be formulated:

1. **Qualitative feedback.** An agreement to provide written feedback should be made with the students. By default, giving qualitative feedback is optional in the Moodle workshop activity.

2. **Anonymous feedback.** Although this is unusual for person-centered approaches, reviewer and reviewee should be anonymous to reduce prejudices. This maximizes transparency of grading and prevents “upvoting” and “downvoting”. This may sound easy at first glance, but students may be used to putting their name on their submissions.

3. **Fast feedback.** One of the main advantages of peer assessment is fast feedback. In order to be useful, feedback should be given in a timely manner [6]. One week seems to be a reasonable time for computer science exercises.

4. **Black-box testing.** The rating criteria should be formulated in a way that every student – regardless whether he or she was able to solve the exercise – can assess them. Some students and teachers raised the objection that students may not be qualified to assess the assignments of others. However, if the criteria focus on features, students can rate the submissions from a user’s point of view.

5. **Transparent criteria and conditions.** The rating criteria as well as the general conditions for giving feedback need to be communicated and agreed upon. This ensures that students use the same rating scale and grading becomes reproducible.

6. **Final grading by the teacher.** Although most of the peer review grades did not need to be changed, it is important to listen to the students when they experienced an unfair grading. The issue should be discussed with the teacher being the facilitator to clarify the problem and mutually agree upon a fair grade.
7. **Shared level of basic knowledge.** Students need a certain level of expertise in order to give good feedback on the solutions of others. If they still struggle with computer science basics, it is questionable whether they are able to thoroughly test a program, even if the criteria are formulated from a user’s perspective.

8. **Exercises allowing creativity.** Peer review seems to be especially useful if there are multiple possible solutions for the exercise as the students seem to learn more from each other and are more engaged. This corresponds with the findings of Standl [11], who recommends using peer review for project-based assignments. The more behavioristic an exercise is, the less powerful peer review becomes.

9. **Do not overuse it.** Students report that they would be fine with a peer review on every other exercise. However, the two peer reviews were a refreshing alternative to the teacher assessments in this case. They are still time-consuming, both for the teacher and the students, and could lose their charm if they are overused.

### 6 Peer Review in Student-Centered Classrooms

#### 6.1 Learning Office

The concept of a learning office or learning atelier features a studying environment supporting students in self-organized individualized learning. A pioneer in the field, Margret Rasfeld, described the learning office by several distinct attributes [13], [31].

Firstly, learning contents are split into well-defined modules which the students work on independently. Self-explanatory materials allow the students to work at their own pace and current individual level. The students learn self-organization as they have to plan ahead, carry out and finish their modules in order to cover the total content of the subject. Secondly, instead of presenting materials, the teachers provide aid in the organization of students’ study plans, similar to the “work contracts” in the “experiment” described in Rogers’ book [2, pp. 45–56], as well as help them to structure and revise their learning efforts. Instruments for structuring the students’ learning are their personal logbooks, learning paths and regular tutorials. Thirdly, while working on contents is individualized and certain situations like oral presentations require working alone, the students are also encouraged to work in groups and tutor each other. Fourthly, in this concentrated working atmosphere not only are the students more aware of their own learning status and goals, but also are the teachers enabled to individually support them. Finally, in order to complete a module, the students have to successfully pass tests. Upon completion of a module, they receive a certificate with detailed feedback and recommendations for building their future work on these acquired skills.

For each subject, the students in the learning office have to complete a predefined set of tasks or exercises. These are typically either marked as mandatory or as optional, where in order to positively complete the course, students have to do all of the mandatory exercises. If this has been achieved, the number of optional exercises solved contribute to the final mark between one and four. Alternatively, in some classes where it is harder to distinguish between mandatory and optional topics, exercises
may contain both. In these cases, grading an exercise is not dual but takes into account to what extent the tasks have been fulfilled.

Additionally to exercises, in many subjects there are written examinations for each module which are also taken into the final grade, either at self-chosen individual date within a given timeframe or at a fixed date for all students of a class. Besides serving as a tool for grading, these examinations play another crucial role within the learning office: they propose a timeline for the students indicating a deadline until all tasks of a module have to be fulfilled. As it turns out, such a proposed timeline significantly helps students in structuring their efforts. These subjects usually have the exercises and tasks arranged in a linear order where the topics sometimes strongly build on each other, such as applied mathematics. Some subjects on the other hand provide exercises without a given order, only being dependent on exercises within the same module, but the modules themselves are largely independent.

Grading of exercises and tasks is done in different ways dependent on the subject:

- **In-class evaluation.** In some subjects, the students have to do practical tasks in class and present their solutions to the teacher. They get direct feedback from the teacher, whether the task is finished or whether certain aspects still have to be refined.

- **In-class examination.** Sometimes a task may consist of a written examination about a (sub)module. The student approaches their teacher at the beginning of a lesson and is given a set of questions which have to be solved during the lesson.

- **Off-class evaluation.** Assignments are handed in on the online platform Moodle to be corrected or graded later. This typically includes a first feedback loop by the teacher where errors are pointed out and the student is given the chance to correct them. Only after the second round of handing in assignments, the actual grading process starts.

Exercises may be turned in as hand-written materials, which is typical for languages and several tasks in applied mathematics. An alternative is handing in computer-based exercises on Moodle, which happens more frequently in technical and IT subject.

6.2 **Concept for Peer Review in the Applied Mathematics Learning Office**

The subject applied mathematics has structured modules based on booklets which provide detailed descriptions, explanations and exercises for the students and help them to create their personal scripts with definitions, descriptions, graphs and solved exercises. These hard-copy booklets are supported by online materials in module-based Moodle courses. In addition to the restructured material of the booklets, the online courses provide explanatory videos created by their teachers which guide students through the examples. Furthermore, students get the chance to check their current learning advancement by trying online exercises on Moodle, which are individually created from a predefined set of questions covering the basic contents of the module. A big advantage is that these online self-checks provide immediate feedback
to the students without the fear of feeling embarrassed in front their peers or teacher if they are not yet ready for a test.

Materials and in-class evaluations are manually checked by the teacher who also provides individual feedback to the students on their performance. Unlike the computer science course presented in the previous chapters, students have 4-5 years less experience at school and therefore lack the requirements for a fully student-centered reviewing and evaluation system. Nonetheless, the learning office is designed for students tutoring each other. In the learning environment of the applied mathematics learning office, two usages of an additional peer reviewing process step are about to be implemented for in-class evaluation and off-class evaluation. An important aspect is to apply this method mainly to exercises in a first reviewing process which does not involve grading of the person who receives the feedback.

The person giving feedback is graded for their competence and motivation in providing feedback, to ensure a certain quality on the one hand and to allow them to receive a gratification for their efforts showing a deeper understanding than their peers. Giving peer review requires a higher level of understanding than just solving a problem oneself and allows the students with a deeper understanding to reach this aspect of the subject which could not be gained by just going step by step through their own work.

In addition, for the in-class examination, we can add an additional loop where the students who have already finished this task may share their knowledge with their peers who have just taken their test, explaining to them errors and mistakes pointed out by the teacher during the examination. In this way, the learning office’s intended synergies are applied as not only do the students with a deeper understanding provide the others with feedback on their in-class work, but they are also able to reach a higher cognitive level of competence in the subject.

7 Discussion

We analyzed the applicability of the peer review method to small- and medium-scaled exercises in computer science courses at secondary school level to introduce person-centered approaches to traditional classrooms. Based on empirical evidence collected over one year, the following answers to the research questions have been found:

1. To what extent does peer review promote student-centered learning?
   Peer review seems to promote student-centered learning if the method is used correctly. The results indicate a clear improvement in feedback quantity and timing as well as student engagement and motivation to learn. In addition, the students liked the peer review method and regarded it as a refreshing alternative to predominating teacher assessments.

2. Is the feedback quality of students comparable to the feedback of a teacher?
   Yes. Students report that feedback quality is indeed comparable to the feedback of a teacher if written feedback is given.

3. Do students receive feedback in a timelier manner using peer review?
Yes. The students received feedback on their assignments faster.

4. Does grading become more or less transparent?

The students stated that grading became more transparent, which is explainable by the higher number of persons who assess the submission. Furthermore, teachers have to pay special attention to the definition of the rating criteria for a peer review, so that the grading scheme of exercises is sufficiently transparent.

5. Are reviews by peers a reasonable alternative to teacher assessment?

Yes. Peer review seems to be a reasonable alternative to teacher assessment in computer science courses. Nevertheless, some constraints need to apply in order to make it a useful tool for teaching and assessing.

6. What is a reasonable number of exercises to be assessed by peers?

Students report that about every other exercise could be reasonably peer reviewed. However, peer review should not be overused. The exact number of exercises depends on the type of exercise.

7. Are students overall satisfied with the peer review method?

Yes. Students are satisfied with peer review as an assessment tool. However, they report that they still value the high-quality feedback of an expert.

8. Conclusion

To conclude, the overall feedback on the peer review exercises was very positive. The students reported that the quality of the feedback by students is comparable to the feedback of a teacher if written feedback is provided. The students received the feedback faster and they valued that grading was more transparent, because they received more than one grading. In addition, the teacher needs to pay special attention to the rating criteria. Peer review seems to be a reasonable alternative to teacher assessment; about every other exercise could be peer reviewed according to the students’ feedback.

The correlation analyses revealed a strong and significant correlation between the preferred number of peer assessments and student engagement, which could indicate that this method promotes student engagement of students who are satisfied with the peer review method. The learning effect was highly correlated with the preferred number of peer reviews in the second iteration and seems to be higher in exercises with a predefined solution, which makes this method particularly attractive for applied mathematics. Feedback quality and feedback quantity were strongly connected to the satisfaction with the peer review method as well as the preferred number of peer reviews in the first iteration, which may indicate that feedback quality and quantity is especially important for open exercises. The transparency of grading was strongly connected to the preferred number of peer assessments in the first iteration. Although the timing of the feedback did not prove significant in both iterations, it correlated with student engagement in the second iteration.

Overall, the students were satisfied with this method. However, the students reported that they still value the high-quality feedback of a teacher, which can be a compliment to the teacher as they are very satisfied with his or her teaching and grad-
ing. It was found that some additional constraints such as open assignments as well as obligatory and fast feedback need to apply to make peer review practicable and reasonable for small- and medium-scaled exercises in traditional classrooms. We plan to further investigate peer review with different subjects and its use in student-centered classrooms to follow up on our current findings.
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